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Internationalisation of Small Family Firms: The Influence of Family from a Socioemotional Wealth Perspective

Introduction

The growing desire to understand internationalisation in family firms suggests a need to understand the influence of family on the internationalisation choices and consequences. Ever intensifying globalisation, fierce worldwide competition, technological developments and new growth prospects beyond national borders have recently been identified as drivers of firm internationalisation in general (Geringer et al., 2000). Internationalisation can be of particular importance to any firm operating in small countries with a small consumer base and to family firms (Arregle et al., 2012). Researchers of family firms have recognised that internationalisation provides family firms with fruitful growth opportunities, give succeeding generations’ employment opportunities, increasing performance and ensuring continuity (Arregle et al., 2012; Claver et al., 2009; Fernández and Nieto, 2005; Sciascia et al., 2012).

Empirical evidence on this question of family firm internationalisation however remains far from conclusive. Regarding the actual process of internationalisation, researchers suggest that family firms typically internationalise in slow and cautious manner in line with the Uppsala stage model (Claver et al., 2008; Graves and Thomas, 2004, 2008). Recent evidence however, has suggested that family firms may internationalise rapidly (Kontinen and Ojala, 2012; Mustafa et al., 2013). Consequently, family ownership and involvement has been identified as either positively or negatively effecting internationalisation activities (Cerrato and Piva, 2012; Fernandez and Nieto, 2006; Zahra, 2003).

Despite the growing body of knowledge on family firm internationalisation, the field continues to remain young and thus there is still considerable room, especially regarding any negative effects of family firm characteristics (Kontinen and Ojala, 2010). Existing studies in this area exclusively focus on either family control and influence (e.g., Sciascia et al., 2012b), social capital (e.g., Kontinen and Ojala, 2012b) or the influence of incoming generations (Fernández and Nieto, 2005) and the experiences of larger established family firms or SMEs in large Western economies (see Graves & Thomas, 2006; Kontinen & Ojala, 2010b; 2011).
This study focuses on the internationalisation of small family-owned firms in Singapore. Small family-owned and managed firms continue to form much of the backbone of the Singaporean economy (Chew and Chew, 2008; Yeung, 2006) and account for up to 92 percent of total establishments, contribute to one-third of GDP, and account for nearly 50 percent of employment (Chew and Chew, 2008). Not only are such firms key players in the domestic economy, they are also emerging as key players throughout the South-east Asia region (Sim, 2006; Yeung, 2000; 2006). However, their size, operating practices and strong concentration of family ownership, often results in a number of internationalisation challenges, despite continued support from the Singaporean government (Chew and Chew, 2008). Therefore, understanding the internationalisation process of these firms can help inform managers and policymakers on formulating appropriate strategies to stimulate the process.

The existing literature on Singapore family firms and their internationalisation continues to remain limited. Several scholars have investigated the strategies of family firms, often emphasising the fact that strong cultural drivers such as Confucian values can restrict the development of such firms in the long-run (Tsang, 2001). A lack of sufficient human capital, inability to capture the learning benefits from internationalisation and conservative organisational cultures have been identified as the typical internationalisation barriers (Mustafa et al., 2013; Tsang, 2001; Tsui-Auch, 2004; Yeung, 1999). A further limitation of such studies is that they tended to focus mostly on larger and semi-professionalised family firms and more specifically Chinese Family Business (see Tsang, 2002; Yeung, 2005). Additionally, such studies have not specifically considered factors relating to the SEW resulting from family ownership where issues arising from family members emotional attachment and identification with the firm and the subsequent effect this has on the internationalisation behaviour of the organisation, along with the experiences of smaller family firms from non-Western contexts has been largely neglected by the existing literature.

A model for the internationalisation of family firms, based on the revised Uppsala model, has recently been proposed by Pukall and Calabro (2013). This integrates the relatively new concept of SEW (Berrone et al. 2012) with the revised Uppsala model (Johanson and Valne, 2009). This article takes an exploratory approach to theory development and explores the role of SEW in developing and shaping internationalisation behaviour. Specifically we seek to address the following three research questions:
**RQ1:** How do small family firms internationalise?

**RQ2:** Which family-specific features impact the internationalisation process of small family firms?

**RQ3:** How do family-specific features impact the internationalisation process of small family firms?

Applying this new approach we address some of the gaps in the literature by synthesizing ideas from the socio-emotional wealth perspective (SEW), networking, and the resource-based view of the firm (RBV) to examine the internationalisation of small family firms. By combining SEW with networking (two social/cultural phenomena), with internationalisation (an economic phenomenon) we are also addressing the call for more inclusion of the socio-cultural context in research on family firms (Thornton et al., 2011). Empirical data was drawn from six small internationally active family firms from Singapore. In each of the case studies, the issues of SEW in the shape of trust and harmony and the subsequent network relationships and availability of resources are explored. The article is structured as follows. Firstly, we explore the literature on family firm internationalisation, SEW and RBV. This is followed by the methodology. The results and discussion relate the findings to theoretical developments. Finally, our paper concludes by outlining the theoretical and managerial implications of our findings and areas for future research.

**Socio-emotional wealth and internationalisation of family firms**

By capturing and structuring the intertwine ment of the owning family with the business, the concept of socioeconomic wealth (SEW) has rapidly emerged as a leading theoretical lens to explain the behaviour of family firms (Berrone et al., 2012). According to Berrone et al. (2012), SEW represents the “single most important feature of a family firm’s essence that separates it from other organisational forms”. Family firm owners use SEW as one of their central reference points, if not the only one (Gómez-Mejía et al., 2007). Broadly, SEW refers to non-economic rewards that family owners may derive from their businesses (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007), including their emotional connections to the firm, the family values instilled in the family business culture, and their altruistic behavior (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2011). The SEW perspective
suggests that family owners gain from the socio-emotional aspect of the business (Gomez-Mejia et al., 2007). Berrone et al. (2012), suggested that the SEW endowment is composed by five dimensions, which are “Family influence and control,” “Identification with the firm,” “Bonding social ties,” “Emotional attachment with the firm,” and “Renewal of family ties through dynastic succession”.

SEW has often been portrayed as something positive for family firms but it has can also have a dark side. By serving as a driver for self-serving behaviours it can, for example, lead to negative PSE (proactive stakeholder engagement) (Kellermanns et al., 2012). SEW will potentially effect whether family firms internationalise at all and, if they do, to what extent. In term of the Uppsala model the extent of internationalization is described in terms of stages. In stage 1 firms typically begin to internationalisation with indirect entry modes such as exports. In stage 2, internationalisation is through agents. As firms start to learn how to deal with the customers or suppliers in a particular target country, founding of an overseas sales subsidiary (stages 3) and later their own production facility (stage 4) may follow.

Family harmony is closely related to some of the constructs identified by Berrone (2012) and as such is a part of the SEW concept. It is most obviously linked to the bonding social ties as without harmony bonding social ties will be weakened and emotional attachment to the firm reduced. Family firms have often been described as fertile grounds for conflict (Kellermanns and Eddleston, 2004). As such the desire to maintain family harmony remains one of the key long-term objectives of family firms (Malone, 1989; Sharma and Manikutty, 2005). Recently, Graves and Thomas (2008) suggested that family harmony can influence the internationalisation behaviour of family firms. They found specifically that it could influence funding for internationalisation and growth where harmony led to enhanced funds for growth (through re-investment of dividends) and conflict led to reduced funds for growth (through changes in equity ownership as a result of family members leaving the business).

Strategic efforts to internationalise could result in either enhancement of family harmony or disruption of family harmony. If disruption occurs with loss of SEW will this mean that they withdraw from this particular strategy in order to restore harmony? Family firms may thus favour strategies that enhance or at least preserve their SEW from a harmony perspective. What are these strategies?
Trust is also related to SEW through the bonding social ties of family which are primarily built on trust. Trust may capture the basis for some of the inherent strengths, weaknesses, and behaviours of small family firms. Trust refers to an individual’s willingness to be vulnerable to another party and the expectation that an exchange partner will not behave opportunistically even when such behaviour cannot be detected (Mayer et al., 1995). Research suggests small family firms may be particularly capable of capitalizing on trust (i.e., Cruz et al., 2010). For example, long-term family relationships can breed trust, which reduces the amount of monitoring and incentives required to solve agency problems (Chrisman et al., 2007). This is of particular relevance to small family firms whom often rely on their family and co-ethnic networks for internationalisation (Erderner and Shapiro, 2005; Mustafa and Chen, 2010; Tsang, 2002).

However, trust also has a dark side, wherein it can lead to blind faith, amoral familiarism, and complacency (Steier and Muethel, 2014; Sundaramurthy, 2008). While the importance of trust in internationalisation has been acknowledged by scholars, we see a further need to better understand the issue of trust in small family firms. From an organisational behaviour perspective trust has been shown to facilitate business as well as familial and social relationships (Pearson and Carr, 2011). Family businesses are also more inclined to enter into exchange relationships with other family businesses, especially when internationalising (Karra et al., 2006).

Efforts to internationalise may be more likely to succeed where there are high levels of trust between the family business and ‘agents’ abroad such as other family members, but is this as true for exporting as it is for building manufacturing facilities abroad? Variations in the levels of trust may therefore effect the levels of SEW which in turn will affect internationalisation efforts. Despite the fact that trust has been shown to be a facilitator of businesses, the extent of trust in small family firms and the effect this has on the extent of internationalisation is still largely unexplored. Family firms may thus favour strategies that involve high levels of trust in order to preserve their SEW, which in turn may have a positive or negative effect on internationalisation efforts.

Networks, resources, capabilities and internationalisation of family firms
One possible consequence of harmony and trust is the effect they will have on the ability of a family firm to develop networks and to build resources, both of which will subsequently enhance their ability to internationalize, which is especially important for small firms. The recently revised Uppsala model of internationalisation gives recognition to the importance of networks (Johanson and Vahlne, 2009). Networks will make it possible to identify and exploit (or create) opportunities that will have impact on which entry mode is chosen and which geographic location is chosen, providing the necessary resources are also available.

There is much evidence in the literature on the importance of networking and internationalisation of firms in general (Coviello and Munro, 1995). From a family firm perspective however studies tend to focus on the negative influence of family and have shown how the networking behaviour of family firms negatively affects their internationalisation (Thomas and Graves, 2006; 2008; Kontinen and Ojala, 2010; 2011a; 2011b). For instance, family firms are less likely to engage in networking with other businesses than non-family SMEs (Thomas and Graves, 2006; Mustafa and Chen, 2010) and often lack bridging social-capital necessary for internationalisation (Kontinen and Ojala, 2011b). Fernández and Nieto (2005) identified lack of foreign contacts or export experience, knowledge about foreign markets, as well as adequate personnel, as factors that dissuade family firms from internationalising.

Form an RBV perspective a firm cannot expand without the necessary resources and capabilities and the lack of resource at firm level can be partly compensated for by using networks. Networking (social capital) is thus a valuable resource but other resources are also necessary if internationalisation is to take place namely human and financial capital which can both be influenced by harmony and trust. An unwillingness to accept outside expertise (human capital) and a lack of financial resources (financial capital) have already been identified as limiting the internationalisation efforts of family firms (Claver et al., 2008; 2009; Casillas and Acedo, 2005; Gallo and Pont, 1996; Graves and Thomas, 2006).

The article explores the possibility that harmony and trust, which are embedded in the behavioural theory of SEW, will influence the extent of networking and the development of resources necessary for internationalization.

Methodology
In order to explore our underlying research questions a qualitative research design was chosen. As suggested by Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (2003), a multiple case study approach allows for in-depth investigations of specific phenomena while also permitting researchers to explain cause-and-effect relationships. The use of replication logic allowed the researchers to identify and explore similarities and differences among cases (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003). Our approach also permitted us to understand the internationalisation of small family firms as perceived by individuals which were present in the situation. Our approach is also consistent with prior researchers who have used a multiple case study method to develop rich insights into the internationalisation process of family firms (see Graves and Thomas, 2008; Kontinen and Ojala, 2010b) and has been described as an important way to progress the field of family scholarship (De Massis and Kotlar, 2014).

Case Selection

Data was drawn from six internationally active small family firms from Singapore. Singapore was chosen because it is representative of a small open economy with a very limited domestic market and one where small family firms proliferate (OECD, 1997). According to Sapienza et al. (2006), the ability of firms to guarantee long-term continuity in such contexts is often dependent on a successful internationalisation strategy. Additionally, the Singaporean government over the past two decades has been actively promoting the modernisation and in particular the internationalisation of SME businesses through a number of policy initiatives (Yeung, 1999).

The firms included in the inquiry were selected on the basis of their internationalisation activities and their size. Thus the sampling strategy was purposeful. The following criteria was used to identify potential case firms: (i) the firm had to have fewer than 50 employees in Singapore, hence fulfilling the criteria of the Singaporean government of a small sized enterprise, (ii) be a family firm in that it have majority family-ownership and control and have members of more than one generation actively involved with the business, and (iii) the firm had to be engaged in cross-border or international activities. Using the lead author’s knowledge, a total of ten potential case companies matching the above criteria were identified and contacted. The final selection of the cases was carried out by considering, not only to the variety of sectors in which the firms operated, but also any difficulties and success the firms encountered during
their internationalisation. Table 1 provides a summary of the key characteristics of the case firms.

--------------------------- INSERT TABLE 1 HERE -------------------------

Data collection and analysis

The individual small family firm was considered as the unit of analysis. In investigating their internationalisation, we chose to conduct interviews with those persons who had most in-depth knowledge concerning internationalisation of the case firms. This included founders (where possible) or current family owners/managers. Additionally key informants such as family members in managerial positions and non-family employees such as administrators or managers we also interviewed. All interviews were semi-structured, with an interview protocol being used to facilitate some level of standardization and cross-case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989). All interviews were conducted in English and followed a protocol which was continuously adjusted in relation to the themes that emerged from prior interviews. Each interview lasted approximately 45 to 80 minutes in duration and was digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. During the second listening, correspondence between the recorded and the transcribed data was ensured. Complete case reports were sent back to the interviewees and firm owners, and any inaccuracies they noticed were corrected on the basis of their comments.

A major strength of a case study data collection is the opportunity to use different sources of evidence (Yin, 2003). In addition to the semi-structured interviews, secondary data, such as web pages, company reports, financial records, meeting minutes, and brochures were also utilized. This secondary data helped the researchers to understand the history and the products of each firms, form detailed case histories, and to understand the circumstances behind certain events during internationalisation. This data was also utilised to triangulate with the information given by the informants.

Data analysis

Coding was structured around the research questions and was adjusted as new themes emerged. Data was analysed in accordance with the techniques described by Miles and Huberman (1994). Firstly, a detailed case history for each case firm was compiled. Secondly, all
relevant data were collected and placed in matrices, graphs, charts, networks, and in tables. Finally, the SEW specific features that appeared to have significance were identified. At this stage, regularity, patterns, explanations, and causalities relating to the phenomena were noted.

**Empirical analysis and discussion**

**The Internationalisation Process**

Our study seeks to explore the extent to which small Singaporean family firms internationalised, why and how it started and how they continued their international operations (see table 2). All case firms examined had long-term established domestic business operations before internationalising. Consequently their internationalisation can be characterised as slow and incremental. Four of the case firms (A, B, C and D) took between 15 and 21 years before to achieve their first international sale. For the remaining two case firms (D and F) internationalisation occurred within 12 years from their inception. The internationalisation of firms A, B and D was carefully planned and in no way ad-hoc as suggested by the literature (Johanson and Vahlne, 1977; Johanson and Wiedersheim, 1975). In cases C, D and F, internationalisation was ad hoc and motivated by unsolicited orders from family abroad (D and F) or through a chance encounter with sales representatives (C and F).

Internationalisation in all cases was financed initially through family-pooled funds and familial equity either locally or from abroad (A, B, C and F), commercial loans (A, B, C and E) and subsequently from internally generated revenue (A, B, D and F). In only two cases (E and F) was there an attempt by the family owners to bring external equity to help finance internationalisation. Given the considerable financial commitments by immediate and extended family, such family members and to a lesser degree close associates abroad played critical roles in the case firms internationalisation process. Often these roles would include identifying opportunities in new and established foreign markets (all cases), facilitating and planning entry by managing foreign market operations personally (A, B and C) or providing links to agents and firms in foreign markets (A, C, E and F) or managing operations abroad specifically (all case firms).

With the exception of firm F, internationalisation in all cases began with direct exporting modes. Subsequently, only two cases (E and F) established small scale manufacturing facilities abroad. In the remaining instances, case firms preferred either direct exports (A, B and C) or
exporting through agents/distributors (C and E) or entering into small scale and simple alliances primarily with other family firms abroad (A and C). In general, majority of our case firms were exporting products to multiple regional markets. The number of overseas locations ranged from two to seven countries. However, closer analysis of the data reveals most of the case firms’ internationalisation activities tend to be concentrated in the South-east Asia region, i.e to countries which are both physically and psychically close.

In all but one case (C), either Indonesia or Malaysia was identified as the first international destination. Only two firms, E and F, had begun to move out of the South-east Asian region into more physically and psychically distant markets such as Australia and New Zealand (E) and Middle-east and U.S.A (F). Finally, all case firms had extended or slightly adapted their current products or services to nearby countries with similar economic and cultural environments. However, beside case firms E and F, neither of the remaining case firms invested in developing new products specifically for their international customers.

In general our findings suggest that small Singaporean family firms internationalised in stepwise manner adopted a cautious and reluctant approach to internationalisation (Graves and Thomas, 2008; Claver et al., 2009) and internationalised to both physically and psychically close markets (Kontinen and Ojala, 2010b). However we also note the important role that family members, both locally and abroad, played in their internationalisation process.

--- INSERT TABLE 3 HERE ---

**Influencing factors**

Respondents were asked to indicate how family specific factors affected their firm’s abilities to succeed internationally (secondary research question). A thorough analysis of the interviews and case data identified (i) *family harmony*, (ii) *trust in external relationship*, (iii) *social and business networks*, (iv) *organisational resources availability and capabilities* as family specific features which influenced the internationalisation of small Singaporean family firms. The following section will discuss each of these features and how they constrained the case firms’ internationalisation. The results are also summarised in Table 3.

--- INSERT TABLE 3 HERE ---
Harmony: family conflict

Family firms have often been described as fertile grounds for conflict (Kellermanns and Eddleston, 2004). As such the desire to maintain family harmony remains one of the key long-term objectives of family firms (Sharma and Manikutty, 2005). Family harmony, which is closely based on interpersonal trust, can create orderly, stable and socially integrating structures which bind the family together. Recently, Graves and Thomas (2008) suggested that family harmony can influence the internationalisation behaviour of family firms. Among all of our case firms, there was a strong desire to seek strategies and actions to ensure trust between family member and to avoided conflict. Moreover, our data suggests that the pursuit to maintain family harmony affected the case firms abilities to exploit international opportunities in several ways.

Respondents from the case firms (A, B, C and D) all indicated that maintaining familial harmony was a guiding principal which affected how strategic decisions regarding internationalisation were made. For instance, both case firms A and C, appeared to be strongly committed to their domestic operations (firm C) or a few select foreign markets (firm A), and were not willing to take excessive risks to develop their firms beyond these markets. The strong domestic focus was in part influenced by these case firms desire to provide continued employment for both immediate and extended family members of the firm. As the owner of firm C commented:

“our key aim is maintain to a harmonious continuity of the firm across generations. In this respect, we must balance current needs with that of future needs...... International growth is risky and poses a challenge to how we maintain future harmony”

Additionally, in cases A, B, C and D were there was generational and extended family member involvement, we observed the managing family preferred to adopt a consultative approach to decision making regarding key actions so that familial harmony could be maintained. According to several respondents from these firms, while such process achieved their aim, they nevertheless slowed down decision making processes resulting in missed international opportunities or the adoption of strategies for the appeasement of others. For instance, in the case firm B, excessive wrangling among family members on how best to enter the Thailand market, meant that the firm was not able to take advantage of a potential lucrative offer with a national brand retailer. Subsequently, the firm had to seek out new entry modes and
eventually decided on direct exporting as it was according to the owner “the least riskiest option and the only one were everybody could partially agree on”.

Furthermore, trying to maintain family harmony also influenced the families’ willingness to commit financial resources for internationalisation. Firms (A, B, E) in this study all indicated that pooled funds of family members both in Singapore and abroad and internally generated revenue were the main sources of financial capital for internationalisation. Accordingly, in such cases, family managers were not willing to risk the family members’ investments in the firm and hence a cautious approach was adopted to how and such funds could be used for internationalisation. For instance, in the case of firm E, the family had initially planned to enter the Burmese market through direct exporting in 2009, were stalled because poor financial performances between 2005-2008. This poor performance had caused considerable tension between several family members as they lost a considerable amount of their initial investment in the firm. Rather than risk further tensions, the family agreed to abandon future attempts at expanding into the market and instead focus on domestic operations.

In other cases however (eg A and B), the owning family could only maintain harmony by pruning the family tree. However, in depth interviews revealed that by doing so, these case firms experienced a sudden loss of valuable financial and non-financial resources necessary for internationalisation. For example, in the case of firm A, continued in-fighting between families over how to grow the Indonesian market resulted in three key family managers abandoning their stake in the business. Not only did firm A lose financial capital, but it also lost market knowledge and key relationships in the market. In general, our case findings suggest that familial harmony is a long-term goal for small Singaporean family firms. However, in trying to maintain familial harmony, small family firms may run the risk of adopting a conservative strategy as to how their resources are deployed for internationalisation.

**Trust: lack of trust in external relationships**

From a relational perspective, trust and the ability to form long-term relationships represents an important element of family firms cultures (Abdellatif et al. 2010, Calabrò and Mussolino, 2011, Kontinen & Ojala, 2011). In fact, several researchers have claimed that mutual trust underlies the governance structures and process of many family firms (i.e., Corbetta and Salvato, 2004; Eddleston et al., 2010). The small nature and the strong bonds between family
members can often enhance the degree of trust within small family firms. Research suggests that the strong values and a high long-term commitment level found in many family firms, inspires trust based relationships which should make their internationalisation process easier (Kontinen and Ojala, 2010). While family firms in our study indicated the importance of trust in their internationalisation process, they were also quick to highlight the importance of both excessive trust between family members as well as distrust of outsiders with respect to their internationalisation activities.

Amongst our case firms, values such honesty, trust and trustworthiness were identified by respondents as core principals by which the case firms lived by and how they conducted their commercial transactions. For several of case firms (A, B, C and E), trust was afforded solely to family members and close associates. Consequently in these cases, the firms preferred to largely deal with selected individuals or organisations in foreign markets with which they either had close blood ties (A, C and E) or long-established trading relationships, suggesting a distrust of outsiders. In the case of firm E, family members or close friends abroad were regularly used as agents abroad. Furthermore, family members were also willing to travel abroad to places like China so that the firm could establish a trading store there. However, further examination of case data and interviews also indicated that when such individuals were not available in foreign markets, the case firms often did not take the risk of dealing with individuals or firms they did not know. For instance in both case firms A and C, the family was willing to either totally abandon or scale back development of particular markets until a suitable family member was available. As the marketing manager of firm C explained:

“Being trustworthy and honest is a core family value. Unfortunately, we cannot always find other companies abroad with similar values. When this is not possible, we prefer to rely on people we can trust (family etc) abroad”

A lack of trust of outsider was further identified by some respondents as one of the main reasons why their firms (A, B and C) were not able to capture the learning benefits associated with internationalisation. For instance, in the case of firm A, all internationalisation related activities were carried out by immediate or extended family members only. Thus, when several family members left, firm A did not seek to promote or hire non-family members into their roles. Subsequently, firm A had to scale back its exporting activity to Indonesia and Brunei, as they did
not poses sufficient market knowledge. Similarly, in the case of firm B, identifying and negotiating with distributors in Vietnam experienced several problems and was only successful after the owner temporarily relocated to Vietnam to oversee the operations personally and a non-family marketing manager with experience in the market was hired. The difficulties faced by firm B in this situation were attributed to the family members’ personal lack of experience and knowledge about the Vietnamese market and the unwillingness of the family to hire external talent with the necessary knowledge and experience.

Additionally, having too much trust in certain relationships was also identified by respondents as a constraining factor. For instance, in the case of firm C, the family would only deal with local suppliers whom they had a long-standing relationships with, and would rely implicitly on their advice regarding products and material. Placing such high trust in their suppliers however, had a particularly damaging ability on firm C’s ability to suddenly change and adapt its products abroad. Furthermore, both cases A and E placed considerable blind faith in extended family members abroad to seek and develop new opportunities, albeit at times with disastrous consequences. For instance, in the case of firm E, the trust placed in the close relative of the owner to arrange sales in China backfired, as the individual used the firms resources to advance his own particular cause. As a result, case firm E experienced a significant setback in entering and developing the Chinese market.

These findings shed further light on the role of trust in influencing the internationalisation process of family firms. Prior research has stressed the importance of trust, especially exploiting the inherent advantages of family firms (Cruz et al., 2010; Mustafa and Chen, 2010; Steier, 2001). Our findings here highlight the dark side of trust or lack of, in family firms. For instance, placing excessive trust in family members can not only lead to opportunistic behaviours abroad, but it might also curtail the development and exploitation of new international markets and opportunities. Similarly, being highly distrustful of outsiders and having an insular outlook may considerably influence the international network selection of small family firms.

**Networks: restricted social and business networks**

Prior research has continuously stressed the importance of relationships and networks as crucial for SMEs and family firms as they represent a valuable resource and source of information in foreign markets (Graves and Thomas, 2008; Sharma and Blomstermo, 2003).
Small family firms can be insular in their associations with others, and this is likely to be reflected in their networking behaviours. Our findings from the case data suggest that small Singaporean family firms tended to restrict themselves to narrow set of social and business networks for their internationalisation. Respondents from our cases indicated that in most instances their firms networks tended to limited to family members (all case), friends (A, B, C, E), close business associates (B and D) or other small family firms (A, C and D). Subsequently, respondents identified that their firms ability of seek and recognise new international opportunities, penetrate existing markets and develop new products and relationships was constrained because the narrow circle of relationships they used for internationalisation. For instance, the manager of firm A expressed how his firm was not able to recognise new opportunities in the Indonesia market for several years because of their continued reliance on a personal friend to develop the market:

“Capturing international customers in Indonesia is somewhat limited for us. We always go through our trusted partner there. There focus is only on a small segment of the market....”

Furthermore, we identified limited efforts by some case firms (A, B, C and D) to move beyond their immediate family circle and social network to seek prospective partners and contacts abroad. Respondents from cases B and C, indicated by focusing on a few key relationships, their firms experienced difficulties in identifying and establishing new relationships in foreign markets. For example in the case of Firm C, relying on small family firms in Philippines to distribute their product meant that the firm missed out on a opportunity to develop new co-operative partnerships in with a large firm retail chain in the country.

The preceding findings support prior research that views the closed networks of family firms as limiting the extent and degree of their internationalisation (Graves and Thomas, 2004; Mustafa et al., 2013). Furthermore, our above findings suggest that a lack networking activity abroad can further limit the potential identification of fruitful new international relationships necessary for continued market development (Graves and Thomas, 2008; Kontinen and Ojala, 2011b; Mustafa et al., 2013). Thus an emphasis on networking activity rather may be critically important in internationalisation efforts of small family firms.

Resources: organisational resource availability and capabilities
In order grow and develop internationally, small family firms need to develop the necessary organisational and managerial capabilities (Graves and Thomas, 2008; Claver et al., 2008). However, only two firms (E and F) identified themselves as having developed the necessary organisational and managerial capabilities to pursue their internationalisation strategies. Evidence from the in-depth interviews identified organisational rigidities, in particular inflexibilities in production systems as a major factor which constrained the case firms’ ability to successfully penetrate and exploit foreign markets. For instance, in the case of firm B, the use of outdated manufacturing technologies and unwillingness by the owners to invest in updating them, meant that the firm was often slow in responding to changes in international customer demand. Similarly, in the case of firms A, D and E, production was highly geared towards the local market. As a result, there were instances in these cases firms were was insufficient production capacity available to meet international demands. As the production manager of firm E explained:

“our production capacity is limited and often stretched to just meet our domestic demand. We can only export our excess, and in some cases our international orders go unfulfilled.”

Additionally, several of the case firms (A, B, C and D) further identified outdated marketing capabilities (A and B), limited investment in R&D (A, B and E), human capital, managerial capabilities and organisational learning process (firm A, B and E) as further organisational capabilities that effected their internationalisation. For example, the marketing capabilities of the case firm A were strongly related to the owner or key family member’s personal selling initiatives. Thus marketing activities tended to rely exclusively on trusted individuals personal selling abilities, with little use of internet or entrepreneurial marketing techniques. In contrast, firms E and F have invested heavily in boosting their marketing capabilities over the past few years, by hiring external non-family managers as marketing managers. These managers designed and implemented a marketing strategy based around trade magazines, radio and internet advertisements, thereby facilitating the firm’s abilities to export to physically and psychically distant markets such USA and Australia.

The findings here concur with prior family-firm internationalisation research regarding the lack of organisational and managerial capabilities among family firms (Claver et al., 2009;
Graves and Thomas, 2004). They also highlight the competing demands placed on family firms i.e. the need to maintain family harmony and how a lack of trust regarding outsiders can influence how and why some firms’ resources and capabilities for internationalisation are ultimately developed and deployed.

The relationships between the four factors are depicted in Figure 1 where trust and harmony are the interlinked SEW factors, networks and resources are the interlinked enablers of internationalisation, and where the left to right flow represents trust/harmony impacting on networks/resources which impact on internationalization. All of the arrows are bi-directional indication influences in both directions. In order to move from the first to the second stage of internationalization a reduction in trust accompanied by less emphasis on family harmony may be necessary.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to provide insights into internationalisation of small family firms and the family-specific features of these small firms which affect their internationalisation.

In answering to RQ1 (how do small family firms internationalise?) we found that the majority of firms internationalised using family-pooled funds, commercial loans or internally generated revenue. In the majority of cases internationalisation began with exports and only two cases moved beyond. The two cases who did move beyond exports, established their own manufacturing facilities and did so with the help of external equity. Our findings contribute to the internationalisation of family firms literature, by addressing researchers call for greater attention to be paid in examining the internationalisation processes itself (Kontinen and Ojala, 2010). The findings from this study showed that small Singaporean family firms adopt a stepwise approach to internationalisation which favours both psychically and physically close countries, thus confirming the earlier findings that family firms follow a sequential internationalization process (Claver et al., 2007; Graves and Thomas, 2008).

With respect to RQ2 (which family-specific features impact the internationalisation process of small family firms?) we found that the most important factors were family harmony,
trust in internal and external relationships, social and business networks and finally organisational resources availability and capabilities.

In answer to RQ3 (how do family-specific features impact the internationalisation process of small family firms?) we used SEW to explore the relationship between the four important factors and internationalization. Family harmony (enhanced SEW) is more important to a family than internationalisation so has a negative effect on internationalisation. Trust (enhanced SEW) is useful in order to begin the internationalisation process through exporting but then limits the firm’s ability to internationalise further. Harmony and trust together influence networks and resources (capabilities), to the extent that limited networks are established yielding limited resources and a negative effect on internationalisation. In order to be able to internationalise further than via exports there may have to be a reduced reliance on trust and willingness for the family to be less harmonious.

Trust has played a critical role in how small Singaporean family firms selected and developed their international networks. Amongst our case firms, we observed a general reluctance to find and establish relationships with non-family partners. Moreover, international relationships tended to be carefully selected and cultivated over a long-period of time and often involved reciprocal arrangements. Such requirements took considerable time and diverted much needed resources of the family away from other activities related to internationalisation.

Additionally, there appeared to be little development of new networks once internationalisation occurred. Instead, most of our case firms tended to stick with their existing relationship, even though at times such relationships bore them little advantages. In fact, research suggests that small family firms may be particularly capable of capitalizing on trust (Cruz et al., 2010; Steier, 2001) as means of encouraging their internationalisation (Calabrò and Mussolino, 2011; Mustafa and Chen, 2010). Contrary to such suggestions, our findings demonstrate that trust can have a particularly constraining effect on how small family firms develop and deploy their resources necessary for internationalisation, through its effect on strategic decision making in such firms.

The findings from our study have several implications for theory.

First, we add to the literature on SEW in the context of its importance for internationalisation of family firms in several ways. Firstly, we identified the particular SEW factors of family harmony and family trust as determining if and to what extent
internationalisation takes place. Secondly, we confirm that the inclusion of SEW in the model of internationalisation by Pukall and Calabro (2013) is justified but we also suggest that networks are reversibly connected to SEW and that other resources such as human and financial capital are also critical to internationalisation and should be included in the model. Thirdly, we demonstrate that the socio-cultural context is important as economic drivers such as internationalisation do not take place in isolation but rather in the social and cultural context of family and their networks. Moreover, our findings also demonstrate that the socio-cultural context can be particularly important in influencing and shaping family owners perceptions of their SEW endowments.

Secondly, we contribute to the trust-based perspective of family firms by demonstrating its complex interaction with other family specific features (Eddleston et al., 2010). Among our case firms trust was woven through multiple layers of the firms, creating a distinct pattern that embodies its defining features such as family harmony. Preserving such harmony leads to satisfaction in both business and family objectives and often involves avoiding potentially damaging conflicts by trying to reach consensus in decision making. Our case evidence suggest that in order to maintain familial harmony, precluded some of our case firms from investing financial resources for the development of necessary organisational and managerial capabilities necessary for internationalisation. Similarly, we found that dis-harmony, particularly among family members to have disastrous effects on how key resources like market knowledge and learning are accumulated.

Finally, we address recent calls in the literature to better understand the internationalisation of family firms from a network/relational perspective (Pukall and Calabro, 2013). In particular our findings suggest that establishing networks or even contractual relationships with non-family partners may be quite challenging for such firms where understanding and accepting the lack of trust may be especially difficult. Broadly, our finding here is in line with the existing literature on the internationalisation of family firms from Asia highlighting the importance of personal trust based relationships as the backbone of their international activity (Erderner and Shapiro, 2005; Tsang, 2002; Yeung, 2006).

*Implications for managers and policy makers*
From a managerial perspective, owners of small family firms must look at ways to balance the needs of their firm with the demands required from internationalisation. This may include owners and managers being open-minded enough to adapt existing familial norms and values to those necessary for successful internationalisation. Furthermore, owners and managers should also recognise that the decision to internationalise may itself affect the harmony of the family. Family owners should consider the inclusion of outsiders in order to broaden networks and enhance capabilities. If trust comes more readily from other family firms then pairing up with these firms as mentors/trainees may also be a way forward.

Policy makers need to also understand that internationalisation is a major challenge for small family firms. The resource requirements for evaluating, planning, and implementing internationalisation strategies may simply be too much for many of them. Nevertheless, providing such firms with resources in order to help develop more entrepreneurial environments may also not be sufficient. Instead, policy makers may also need to look at ways of changing existing mind-sets and practices, a in order for small family firms to make the best use of their limited resources. One way to do this would be for the investors to act as mentors to the businesses, sitting on boards and attending meetings regularly or by encouraging mentoring schemes with other similar businesses.

Suggestions for future research

We provide a starting point for future research into the internationalisation of small family firms. Given that this study focuses mainly on SEW factors that can promote or internationalisation, future research can be extended by looking at additional SEW factors not explored here or the social and cultural factors which may affect internationalisation (such as Confucian values). Additional areas related to the organisation and its environment could be the effect of changes in ownership and governance (different generations, the inclusion of non-family employees, the formation of trusts). Environmental factors like the pressures on the industry sector, the amount of innovation required, the nature of the home market may all have a significant part to play and are thus worthy of exploration. A comparative approach may also be interesting as it may highlight differences between family firms and non-family firms, Finally, from an organisational behaviour perspective it would be worth exploring the difference in trust
relationships between and within families and outsiders and how this trust evolves during internationalisation.
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Table 1: Key Characteristics of Case Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Year Founded/ first internationalisation</th>
<th>Ownership structure and %</th>
<th>First International Market Served/(Additional markets)</th>
<th>Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1966/1984</td>
<td>Highly fragmented, 55% founding family, 45% extended family</td>
<td>Malaysia(Indonesia)</td>
<td>Outdoor and Industrial Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1972/1993</td>
<td>fragmentised, 65% founding family, 20% siblings, 15% extended family</td>
<td>Malaysia and Indonesia (Brunei, Thailand)</td>
<td>Light Automation Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1985/2000</td>
<td>Highly fragmented, 40% founding family, 60% cousins etc</td>
<td>Taiwan (Malaysia, Thailand, Philippines)</td>
<td>F&amp;B Sales/Distribution and Light F&amp;B Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1986/2003</td>
<td>Unified, 70% founding and extended family, 30% non-family member</td>
<td>Malaysia and Brunei (Australia, Nez Zealand, Vietnam, Laos, China)</td>
<td>Immigration and International Manpower Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1996/2006</td>
<td>Highly fragmented among various family groups, 40% founding, 30% extended family, 30% through marriage to extended family</td>
<td>Malaysia (Vietnam, Thailand, Indonesia)</td>
<td>IT services development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1993/2005</td>
<td>Unified, 65% founding family, 30% non-family partners, 5% extended family</td>
<td>Indonesia (Qatar, UAE, Yemen, Malaysia, USA, Thailand)</td>
<td>Food and beverage production and distribution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total number of employees including those not based in Singapore (no. employees in Singapore are 50 or fewer)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pace</strong></td>
<td>Slow and cautious</td>
<td>Moderate then shifted to cautious and incremental</td>
<td>Slow and incremental</td>
<td>Moderate but increasingly rapid</td>
<td>Cautious and incremental</td>
<td>Cautious and then increasingly rapid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Internationalisation Strategy</strong></td>
<td>Some level of planning.</td>
<td>Planned and strategic</td>
<td>Planned and strategic</td>
<td>Initially carefully planned then became opportunistic</td>
<td>Ad-hoc and opportunistic</td>
<td>Opportunistic then becoming more planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Family pooled funds + Internally generated revenues</td>
<td>Family pooled funds + Internally generated revenues</td>
<td>Family pooled funds</td>
<td>Family pooled funds + External equity</td>
<td>Owner’s personal funds + Internally generated revenues</td>
<td>Family pooled funds + External Equity + Internally generated Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale</strong></td>
<td>Small, 10% of total sales</td>
<td>Moderate, 23% of total sales</td>
<td>Small, 18% of total sales</td>
<td>Increasing, 31% of total sales</td>
<td>Small, 15% of total sales</td>
<td>Rapidly increasing, 40% of total sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Method of Market Entry</strong></td>
<td>Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Strategic alliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Market Development</strong></td>
<td>Low commitment Fluctuating Agents and Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Low commitment Fluctuating Agents and Direct Exporting</td>
<td>Increasing Commitment Agents and Strategic Alliances</td>
<td>Increasing Commitment Direct Exporting, Sales Subsidiary and increasingly Strategic Alliances in distant markets</td>
<td>Low Commitment Direct Exporting and Agents</td>
<td>Increasing Commitment Strategic Alliances, Sales subsidiaries and manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope of Internationalisation</strong></td>
<td>Highly Limited to physically and psychically close markets</td>
<td>Highly Limited to physically and psychically close markets</td>
<td>Limited to mostly psychically close markets</td>
<td>Expanding</td>
<td>Highly Limited to physically and psychically close markets</td>
<td>Expanding and highly dynamic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Summary of Factor Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Effect on Internationalisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harmony</strong></td>
<td>- The desire to maintain harmony inhibits efforts to internationalise. Conflict can result in a loss of human and financial capital.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trust</strong></td>
<td>+ Positive influence on initial internationalization through trusted family agents (exports). (Uppsala steps 1 and 2).&lt;br&gt;- Lack of trust in ‘outsiders’ limits the expansion of the internationalisation process beyond due to lack of trust. (Uppsala steps 3 and 4 more difficult).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Networks</strong></td>
<td>- Small family firms are insular, restricting themselves to a narrow set of social and business contacts. Networks are built on trust which are limited to family, close friends and close business associates or other small family firms. True internationalization is limited (Uppsala steps 1 and 2 only).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resource and Capability</strong></td>
<td>- Limited trust, small networks, desire for harmony results in limited resources and thus limited ability to internationalise beyond a basic level (Uppsala steps 1 and 2 only).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The Relationship between harmony, trust, networks, resources/capabilities and internationalisation

UP = Uppsala model of internationalization (Johanson and Valne, 2009)